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Abstract: Industry 4.0 has emerged together with relevant technological tools that have enabled the
rise of this new industrial paradigm. One of the main employed tools is Machine Learning techniques,
which allow us to extract knowledge from raw data and, therefore, devise intelligent strategies or
systems to improve actual industrial processes. In this regard, this paper focuses on the development
of a prediction system based on Random Forest (RF) to estimate Pentane concentration in advance.
The proposed system is validated offline with more than a year of data and is also tested online in an
Energy plant of the Basque Country. Validation results show acceptable outcomes for supporting
the operator’s decision-making with a tool that infers Pentane concentration in Butane 400 min in
advance and, therefore, the quality of the obtained product.

Keywords: random forest; pentane concentration prediction; refineries; machine learning; artificial
intelligence

1. Introduction

The fourth industrial revolution, coined as Industry 4.0, is characterized by the integra-
tion of advanced digital technologies such as Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence
(AI), Robotics, Cloud Computing, Big Data and Cybersecurity into the industrial process.
These technologies enable factories and supply chains to become more efficient, productive
and adaptable to changing market demands. In this context, many industries have mon-
itored their processes and units with the aim of optimizing their operational conditions
and, thus, improving the quality of the final products [1,2]. Regarding the Energy Industry,
in [3], a method for estimation the oxygen content in a coke furnace is presented. Similarly,
in [4], a soft-sensor for the prediction of MAE and SWA acid gases is shown.

A common and relevant fact that encompasses these kind of problems is the need to
build intelligent strategies that extract valuable insights from the available data. In this
context, Feature Selection (FS) and Feature Weighting (FW) techniques along with Machine
Learning (ML) models that enable the construction of automated decision support systems
based on data are a hot research topic nowadays. In this sense, several works apply FS
and FW strategies to problems related to the Energy sector, such as [5,6]. In [6], a Butane
concentration estimator at the bottom of the debutanizer column with an FW strategy is
presented. Similarly, authors in [5] propose an autoML approach that considers feature
preprocessing and selects the best algorithm configuration for developing a soft-sensor for
Pentane concentration prediction at the end of a debutanizer column.

This paper focuses on this last open challenge, i.e., to predict approximately 400 min
in advance the percentage of Pentane concentration in Butane at the end of a debutanizer
column. In contrast to [5], a regression model based on a Random Forest (RF) technique
is proposed. Thus, it is possible to assess the trend of Pentane concentration prediction
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through this implementation. Furthermore, online results obtained by applying this pro-
posal in an Energy plant are presented.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 depicts the real industrial
use case. Section 3 presents the Random Forest technique and the offline and online
validation results. Finally, Section 4 shows the conclusions of the work.

2. Industrial Use Case Description

The Industrial use case focuses on a specific line for the production of Butane—this
being a product of great added value. In order to be marketed, it must meet a series of
requirements and specifications. One of them is the proportion of Pentanes in the Butane
itself, where the maximum admissible threshold is 1.5%.

Figure 1 shows the Butane production scheme.

Figure 1. Schema of the industrial use case.

In Figure 1, the main line for the blending of Butanes can be observed. It consists
of the head of the naphtha stabilizers (C1, C2), the Merox unit (M1) and ends in the first
Butanes unit (B1). The data collected come from columns C1 and C2 wherein information
about flow, temperature and pressure is gathered. The aim is to predict the percentage of
Pentanes in Butane that will be at the end of the debutanizer column but approximately
400 min in advance. The process variables information are obtained every 10 min from
October 2017 to February 2019.

3. Percentage of Pentanes in Butane Prediction System

Firstly, a feature importance analysis of the process variables is conducted and the most
relevant in terms of Pentane production are selected as input to the prediction system. The
feature importance methods used to perform the study are Pearson correlation, Random
Forest, ANOVA and Mutual Information. For each of these methods, the 30 most influential
variables are selected and those that appear as relevant in three of the four methods with a
correlation >0.9 between them are finally chosen.

After this first analysis, a Random Forest regressor model [7] is implemented with all
the available variables and with the most relevant ones. Two different methods for training
the model are tested: (1) to train and validate the model using the cumulative learning
method and (2) using the sliding window method. By means of employing the cumulative
learning method, the model is trained with the first 14 months and tested with the last three
months. The absolute mean error obtained is 0.58(%). Moreover, it is observed that the
prediction error increases as the test data move away in time from the training data—that is,
for the first hours of the test, the error is low, but as the hours pass the error increases. On
the other hand, the model is trained using the sliding window method with a window of
one month, i.e., training with the data of one month and testing with the next value, and so
on, sliding the window until all the months of the sample are covered. In this way, a mean
absolute error in the prediction of 0.21(%) is obtained, which is significantly lower than that
obtained by the cumulative training method. In addition, it is observed that the importance
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of the variables also varies over time. As a conclusion, the model with a sliding window
of one month is chosen for the construction of the final prediction system. The fact of
obtaining a lower error through the sliding window suggests that there is seasonality—that
is, the relationship between the process variables and the Pentane concentration varies
over time.

As commented in the previous sections, the main objective is to develop a model that
predicts in advance a peak in the Pentane concentration—that is, when it exceeds the 1.5%
threshold. Therefore, the developed RF regressor model is used as a core part solution to
develop a decision support system that generates an alarm when the prediction exceeds
the 1.5% threshold.

In Figure 2, an interval of the real signal in green associated with the proportion of
Pentanes in the production of Butane is presented. The red vertical line indicates the first
point where the proportion has exceeded the limit set at 1.5% (black horizontal line). Finally,
the cyan line corresponds to all points where the real signal exceeds said limit.

Figure 2. Real signal associated with the proportion of Pentanes in the production of Butane. Black
horizontal line indicates the 1.5% limit. Cyan line: points that exceed the limit. Red line: first point
that exceeds the limit per section.

In order to evaluate the results provided by the percentage of Pentanes in Butane
prediction system, a set of well-known metrics, slightly modified for the problem at hand,
are used: True Positives (TP), False Positives (FP) and False Negatives (FN). For the entire
period studied (October 2017–February 2019), a total of 185 points were identified that
exceeded the limit of 1.5%. It should be noticed that the real process has an average offset
of around 400 min, which, as contrasted with the domain experts, may vary over time. This
fact is considered for calculating the evaluation metrics, named True Positives and False
Positives, as follows:

• True positives (TP) and timeTP1: Analyzing the real signal, when it exceeds the limit of
1.5%, the time that the prediction takes to exceed that value is calculated (timeTP1time).
If after 400 min the prediction does not exceed it, it means that the rise in Pentanes has
not been detected sufficiently in advance and it is counted as FN.

• True positives (TP), timeTP2 and timeFP: Analyzing the real signal, when it exceeds
the limit of 1.5%, the time that the prediction is ahead in predicting the rise in Pentanes
(timeTP2) is calculated. If it exceeds the maximum margin, it is computed as FP and
timeFP is calculated, and if it is not exceeded, it is computed as TP and timeTP2 is
allocated. When establishing this maximum time margin for timeTP2, it was agreed
with the domain experts to consider 460 min (400 + 60).
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Table 1 shows the results obtained by the application of the RF algorithm and the RF
followed by a Savitzky–Golay filter [8] for smoothing the prediction outcome and, thus,
reducing the FPs. Note that by increasing the window size, the FPs are reduced at the cost
of also reducing the TPs.

Table 1. Obtained results by employing RF and RF plus Savitzky–Golay filter (SG) with windows
sizes w ={3, 7, 21}.

TPs FPs FP/TP
timeTP1 (min) timeTP2 (min)

min/mean/max—std min/mean/max—std

RF 93 145 1.55 20/274/390—99 400/445/450—12

RF + SG w = 3 83 96 1.15 20/275/380—93 400/444/450—13

RF + SG w = 7 70 68 0.97 20/253/370—94 380/425/430—10

RF + SG w = 21 53 44 0.83 20/183/280—75 310/354/360—14

With the aim of investigating new alternatives that could improve the RF prediction
system, a detailed analysis of the data and results was performed and the following
conclusions were obtained: On the one hand, the limitation of imposing a constant offset
of 400 min for all variables is too strict. As verified during the validation, there is an
average offset of 400 min. Although for most of the peaks the offset is between 350 to
450 min, it is not always 400 min. On the other hand, during the analysis, it is observed
that the concentration of Pentane at 400 min seems to be influenced by the previous values
of Pentane concentration. Therefore, it seems reasonable that if the value of Pentane
concentration at the instant of the prediction is incorporated, the results could be improved.
As a result of these conclusions, the following two new implementations are tested in order
to see if they improve the results of FP/TP ratio:

• RF model implementation 1: introducing the previous values of Pentane concentration.
• RF model implementation 2: introducing different offsets in the process variables (offsets

from −450 to −350 min) together with the previous values of Pentane concentration.

These two RF model implementations are validated for the month of January 2020. In
order to compare the results with the previous ones, the FP/TP ratio is used.

Tables 2 and 3 present the results obtained by RF model implementations 1 and 2.

Table 2. Obtained results by employing RF model implementation 1 and RF model implementation 1
followed by a Savitzky–Golay filter (SG) with windows sizes w ={3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 21}.

TPs FPs FP/TP
timeTP1 (min) timeTP2 (min)

min/mean/max—std min/mean/max—std

RF 7 12 1.71 250/318/380—43 450/450/450—0
RF + SG w = 3 7 10 1.42 140/293/370—73 440/440/440—0
RF + SG w = 5 7 9 1.28 110/280/360—80 430/430/430—0
RF + SG w = 7 7 7 1 100/270/350—80 410/410/410—0
RF + SG w = 9 6 4 0.66 80/244/310—83 400/400/400—0

RF + SG w = 11 5 3 0.6 70/230/290—80 -
RF + SG w = 21 1 2 2 230/230/230—0 -
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Table 3. Obtained results by employing RF model implementation 2 and RF model implementation 2
followed by a Savitzky–Golay filter (SG) with windows sizes [3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 21].

TPs FPs FP/TP
timeTP1 (min) timeTP2 (min)

min/mean/max—std min/mean/max—std
RF 7 8 1.14 190/270/330—51 360/380/400—20

RF + SG w = 3 6 5 0.83 240/285/320—35 360/380/400—20
RF + SG w = 5 6 4 0.66 230/265/310—30 340/365/390—25
RF + SG w = 7 6 4 0.66 210/255/300—36 330/355/380—25
RF + SG w = 9 6 4 0.66 190/237/280—35 320/354/370—25

RF + SG w = 11 4 3 0.75 210/240/270—30 310/330/350—20
RF + SG w = 21 3 2 0.66 180/180/180—0 280/290/300—10

After analyzing the results for both RF model implementations, the following conclu-
sions are obtained:

• RF model implementation 1 reduces the number of FPs up to window 11.
• RF model implementation 2 reduces the number of FPs up to window 9.
• The best approximation is that of RF model implementation 2 with SG of window 5 as

it provides the best FP/TP ratio and timeTP.
• The best solutions for both approaches allow capturing 5-6 TPs out of a total of 8,

generating 3-4 FPs.
• The FP/TP ratio is still quite high, around 0.66. That is to say, for approximately every

3 TPs we capture, 2 FPs are generated.

Finally, RF model implementation 2 is set online with SG of window 5 from 1 December
2020 to 26 January 2021. Figure 3 and Table 4 depict the obtained results.

Figure 3. Online validation from 1 December 2020 to 26 January 2021. The real Pentane concentration
signal is in green color and the predicted one in blue color.

Table 4. Obtained online validation results by employing RF model implementation 2 and RF model
implementation 2 plus Savitzky–Golay filter (SG) with window size w = 5.

TPs FPs FP/TP timeTP1 (min)
min/mean/max—std

RF model implementation 2 online 7 4 0.57 220/335/390—57

Figure 4 shows four examples of detection of the peak of Pentane concentration. As
observed, the peak is detected in advance; so, the operators can take proper actions to
minimize the consequences of that Pentane concentration peak.
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Figure 4. Examples of Pentane concentration peak detection. Green signal is the real one and blue
signal is the predicted one.

4. Conclusions

This paper proposes a Pentane concentration prediction system based on ML tech-
niques capable of detecting the quality of the Butane at the end of the debutanizer column
400 min in advance. Specifically, a Random Forest (RF) regressor followed by a Savitzky–
Golay filter is proposed. The prediction system is validated offline with data from October
2017 to February 2019 employing a sliding window training strategy; it has also been tested
online, providing acceptable results. Obtained results show that the proposed system is
able to predict Pentane concentration peaks that occur in recent similar behaviors. However,
when new behaviors suddenly appear, the system is not able to learn those behaviors fast
enough and predict the peaks in advance.

In order to face this situation, future steps will be devoted to collaborating with the
process operators and analyzing the possibility of eliminating some false positives with
some extra process information, such as the crude composition.
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